NOTICE TO CENTRES

FAO: The Head of Psychology
Date: September 2013
Subject: GCE AS Level Psychology H168

UNIT G542 - SPECIFICATION COVERAGE AND SCHEMES OF ASSESSMENT

We would like to remind centres that candidates are expected to study all the content for G542 Core Studies within the specification which includes:

- specific aspects of the core studies
- theories and research surrounding the core studies
- approaches/perspectives, issues and methods arising from the core studies.

Centres are also reminded that candidates should be prepared to answer one question from a choice of two in Section C. Their response should focus not only on approaches – but also on issues and methods that arise from the Core Studies.

For more information please refer to H168 Specification for OCR Advanced Subsidiary GCE in Psychology: Section 4: Schemes of Assessment.

If you have any queries about this notice, please call our Customer Contact Centre on 01223 553998.